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but by giving them an organic position under the Haps-
burgs comparable to that enjoyed by the Germans in Aus-
tria and by the Magyars in Hungary. Asked if that was the
kind of union he wanted, Princep exclaimed, "God forbid!7',
thereby causing laughter in the court room.13 On the con-
trary, he believed unification would come through the ac-
tion of Serbia: "I am a nationalist. I aimed to free the
Jugoslavs. For I am a Jugoslav. This is to come from
intimidation—from above. ... As far as Serbia is con-
cerned, it is her duty to free us, as Italy freed her
Italians."14
This accords also with his later "Confessions" in prison:
"The ideal of the young people was the unity of the South
Slav peoples, Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, but not under
Austria. In a kind of state, republic or something of that
sort. Thought that if Austria were thrown into difficulties
then a revolution would come. But for such a revolution
one must prepare the ground, work up feeling. Nothing
happened. By assassination this spirit might be pre-
pared." 15 "He considered that if he prepared the atmos-
phere, the idea of revolution and liberation would spread
first among men of intelligence and then later in the masses.
Thought that thereby attention of the intelligentsia would
be directed upon it. As, for instance, Mazzini did in Italy
at the time of the Italian liberation." 16 "Could not be-
lieve that a World War would break out as a result of an act
like his. Did indeed think that a World War might break
out, but not at that moment."17 This was precisely the
trend of opinion which was set forth at Belgrade in much
 13	Pharos, p. 29.
 14	Pharos, p. 23.   Similarly Chabrinovitch:   "We said we must organize
the Serbs [in Bosnia], provide them with means, dynamite and bombs,
so that they could.make a revolution before the war, and so that Serbia
could just come over and establish order;" ibid., p. 11.
is Current History, August, 1927, p. 703.
 16	Current History, p. 706.
 17	Current History, p. 701

